Reverberation time (T60) and the direct-to-reverberant ratio (DRR) are two commonly used parameters to characterize acoustic environments. Both parameters are useful for various speech processing applications and can be measured from an acoustic impulse response (AIR). In many scenarios, however, AIRs are not available, motivating blind estimation methods that operate directly from recorded speech. While many methods exist to solve this problem, neural networks are an appealing approach. Such methods, however, require large, balanced amounts of realistic training data (i.e. AIRs), which is expensive and time consuming to collect. To address this problem, we propose an AIR augmentation procedure that can parametrically control the T60 and DRR of real AIRs, allowing us to expand a small dataset of real AIRs into a large balanced dataset that is orders of magnitude larger. To show the validity of the method, we train a baseline convolutional neural network to predict both T60 and DDR from speech convolved with our augmented AIRs. We compare the performance of our estimators to prior work via the ACE Challenge evaluation tools and benchmarked results. Results suggest our baseline estimators outperform past single-and multi-channel state-of-the-art T60 and DRR algorithms in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient and bias, and are either better or comparable in terms of MSE.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic impulse responses (AIRs) are commonly modeled as having early-and late-field responses [1, 2] . The early response consists of the direct path arrival and early reflections imposed by the microphone-room geometry, while the late-field response consists of information about the room volume and materials. This decomposition motivates the measurement of the direct-to-reverberant ratio (DRR) and the reverberation time (T60), which are used to characterize acoustic environments. Both parameters have a variety of speech processing applications including dereveberation, recognition, localization, and augmented reality. The DRR is defined as the energy ratio of sound arriving at a microphone directly from a source divided by the sound arriving after one or more surface reflections [3] and the T60 is defined as the time it takes for a sound to decay 60dB within a diffuse field [4] . DRR and T60 are typically measured directly from acoustic impulse responses (AIRs). In many cases, however, direct estimation is difficult, motivating blind methods that perform estimation directly from recorded speech.
In 2015, the ACE Challenge was held to benchmark blind DRR and T60 estimation methods [5] . The best single-channel (fullband) DRR estimator was a machine learning (ML) approach with multiple hand-crafted features [6] and the best single-channel (fullband) T60 estimators were signal processing approaches (analytic or single feature mapping) [7, 8] . When we consider the results in the context of the recent advances in deep learning (DL), it is surprising that neural network approaches did not outperform alternatives. When we examine this further, however, we see that the ACE dataset (and other AIR datasets) are small in size, limiting the effectiveness of deep networks. To work around small dataset issues, Xiong et al. [9] and Parada et al. [6] , use several (five or more) open-source or custom AIR datasets to train their estimation algorithms. Such data collection efforts, however, still result in small, unbalanced collections of AIRs of various qualities, limiting estimation performance. More recently, Gamper and Tashev [10] take a similar data collection approach to train a compact convolutional neural network, which achieved state-of-the-art results for fullband T60 estimation. The authors, however, spend a great effort reducing model capacity and overfitting, explicitly mention issues of small, imbalanced data, and mention a desire for data augmentation.
To address the issue of small AIR dataset size and enable more flexible DL models, we propose the use of AIR data augmentation. Data augmentation has been used to help overcome problems of dataset size issues in many speech and music applications [11, 12, 13] , but, to our knowledge, has not been applied to AIRs for blind room acoustic parameter estimation. To do so, we Figure 2 : Augmentation of the DRR. A real AIR is decomposed as the sum of the direct and reverberant components. The direct component is windowed, scaled to a specified amount, and then mixed back together with reverberant component.
develop an augmentation procedure that can parametrically control both the T60 and DRR of an AIR as shown in Fig. 1 . We then use the method to augment a small existing AIR dataset into a statistically balanced dataset that is orders of magnitude larger. To illustrate the usefulness of the method, we use the augmented AIRs to train convolutional neural networks (CNN) to estimate T60 and DRR without the use of any additional AIRs. We then evaluate our estimators using the ACE corpus software tools, which suggest that our single-channel fullband DRR and T60 estimators are both efficient and outperform past single-and multi-channel methods in most metrics.
ACOUSTIC IMPULSE RESPONSE AUGMENTATION
To perform AIR data augmentation, we develop an augmentation procedure that allows us to parametrically control the DRR and T60 of a recorded AIR. DRR augmentation is discussed in Section 2.1 and T60 augmentation is discussed in Section 2.2. Before each procedure is discussed, we define
where h(t) is an AIR, t is a discrete time index, he(t) is the early response, h l (t) is the late-field response, t d is the time delay of the direct path, and t0 is tolerance window set to 2.5 ms [5] . We identify the location of the direct path as the time of the maximum of the absolute value of h(t).
Direct-to-Reverberant Ratio Augmentation
The DRR is defined as
To augment the DRR, we can apply a scalar gain, α, to the early response he(t) via where α can be chosen to fit any desired DRR. To avoid introducing discontinuities and maintain realistic AIRs, however, we further decompose the early response into a windowed direct path and windowed residual,
as shown in Fig. 2 , where w d (n) is set to be a 5 ms Hann window. Then, given a desired DRR, we rearrange (6) and (4), and solve for α by computing the maximum root of the quadratic equation,
allowing us to smoothly crossfade between the manipulated early response and late-field response.
As a final step, we ensure that the direct path time-of-arrival does not change as a result of the scaling. To do so, we compute the maximum of the absolute value of the late response and compare it with the original direct path maximum. If the late-field maximum is greater than the early response, we clip the applied scaling factor. This imposes an empirical lower bound on the DRR of each augmented AIR and limits the DRR range. In practice, however, we did not find this to be a significant issue and were able to augment typical AIRs to around -6dB or lower.
Reverberation Time Augmentation
The T60 or decay time of an AIR can be modeled and estimated in a variety of ways. Commonly, the late-field response h l (t) of an AIR is modeled as frequency-dependent exponentially decaying Gaussian noise with an additive noise floor,
where Am is the equalization level, τm is the decay rate, σm is the noise floor level, n(t) is Gaussian random noise with zero mean and unit variance, T60 = ln(1000)τ Ts, Ts is the sampling time, t0 is the late-field onset time, m is a frequency subband index, and u(t) is a unit step response. Given the model, we estimate the decay rate, noise floor, and equalization level via the non-linear optimization method of Karjalainen (K-T60) [14] , which provides a parametrized two-stage energy decay envelope of an AIR. Given parameter estimates (Âm,τm,σm) and a desired subband decay rate τ m,d , we augment the subband reverberation time by multiplying (8) by a growing or shrinking exponential decay
In doing so, we effectively undo the real decay time of the impulse response and impose our own desired decay. For fullband augmentation that maintains the frequency-dependent decay shape, we Before applying (9), however, great care must be taken to avoid an unstable exponential growing late-field caused by the presence of a noise floor in (8) .
To mitigate the effect of the noise floor, we follow a similar procedure to the work of Bryan and Abel [15] , which detects and removes the noise floor and then stitches in a synthesized matching late-field response. In our work, however, we update the method to operate within the framework of the K-T60 estimator, which was found to be more robust and accurate [5] . The noise floor removal process consists of The modeling and augmentation process is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We perform this process per subband via a zero-phase power complementary third-octave filterbank with Butterworth prototypes filters [16] and then sum each subband to create the final result.
Example Dataset Augmentation
To create a mixture dataset, we first collect speech, noise, and AIRs separately. For speech data, we use the Device and Produced Speech (DAPS) dataset [17] , which consists of 20 speakers reading public domain stories (4.5 hours). We split all speech files randomly into training (1,130), validation (388), and test (369) files, ensuring each speaker is only represented in a single partition. We segment the data into 8 second non-overlapping chunks, discarding the first 6 seconds of silence of each file, and normalize each chunk to -23 loudness units full scale (LUFS) [18] . For noise data, we use the first-channel of the 60 multi-channel ground truth noise files from the ACE corpus development set (Building Lobby and Office 1, all devices), segment the noise data into eight second non-overlapping chunks, and split the files randomly into training (1,007), validation (257), and test (316) files. For AIR data, we augment the first channel of the 70 multi-channel ground truth AIRs provided by the ACE corpus by applying our T60 and DRR augmentation procedure in sequence. We specify T60 values to be uniformly distributed between .1-1.5 seconds and DRR values to be uniformly distributed between -6-18dB, resulting in 7000 (100x) AIRs with a balanced distribution as shown in Fig. 4 . We then split all AIRs into training (4,480), validation (1,120), and test (1,400) files. Given the T60 and DRR values are significantly changed during the augmentation process, we view the data as distinct from the original ACE AIRs.
Given the raw data, we create a synthetic noisy mixture training, validation, and testing dataset akin to the ACE corpus [19] . For each dataset partition, we take each speech recording and randomly sample a noise and AIR recording. We then convolve the speech with the AIR, circularly shift the noise by a random amount, and add scaled noise to impose an SNR uniformly distributed between 20 and -5 dB. The SNR computation uses the ITU-T P.56 specification [20] for the speech level and a root-mean square (RMS) estimator for the noise level. Once mixed, we further randomly sample a four second segment from the mixture to produce a final data sample, reselecting any short segment with an RMS level below 20dB the full length segment. We repeat this entire process for each speech segment within each partition 50 times to create (56,500) training, (19,400) validation, and (18,450) test files.
BLIND ACOUSTIC PARAMETER ESTIMATION
To perform blind estimation from speech, we train two separate convolutional neural networks with identical front-end feature extraction, network architecture, regression-based cost function, and training procedure to predict the T60 and DRR. For both the frontend feature extraction and network architecture, we strive for simplicity and familiarity.
Preprocessing
For data preprocessing, we take each mixture sample and convert it into a log Mel-frequency spectrogram representation [21] . We use a relatively low-frequency resolution short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a fast Fourier transform and (Hann) window size of 256 samples and a hop size of 128 samples (8ms) at a sampling rate of 16kHz. For Mel-frequency warping, we use 32 bands and area normalization, and then compute the power in decibels, resulting Filters 8  16  32  Size  1x2  1x2  2x2   Table 2 : The T60 and DRR network layer specification.
in a 32 x 499 matrix feature representation. Each sample matrix is then normalized by the mean and standard deviation of the training dataset. Note, while there is a trend to remove front-end feature extraction and allow a network to learn an optimal filterbank representation, given the long signal input (4 seconds), we found it computationally beneficial to use a Mel-spectrogram front-end extraction method.
Network Architecture & Training
Similar to the preprocessing stage, we focus on familiar firstprinciple CNN network design commonly found in image processing. Our proposed network architecture for both T60 and DRR includes six 2D convolutional (conv) layers, each followed by a rectified linear activation function, max pooling, and batch normalization. The first four conv/pooling layers reduce the dimension of the time-axis only until the time and frequency axes are approximately the same dimension. The last two conv/pooling layers then reduce the dimension over both time and frequency. After the conv layers, a dropout layer (50%) and fully connected layer are used to predict a scalar value. The max pooling size is identical to the conv layer filter size for each layer, respectively. At a high-level, the conv layers are used to extract audio features that are useful in predicting the T60 or DRR, while the latter dense layer performs linear regression in the extracted feature space. A full specification of the conv layers is outlined in Table 2 . The entire network consists of 8,513 trainable parameters and 224 non-trainable parameters. Given the architecture, we train the network to minimize the mean square error (MSE) using the ADAM optimizer [22] for 500 iterations using Keras in Python [23] . The model with the lowest validation error was selected for further evaluation.
EVALUATION
For evaluation, we compare our blind T60 and DRR estimator accuracy to other methods using the ACE corpus Matlab software.
Ground Truth T60 and DRR Calibration
Prior to comparison, we first calibrate our ground truth estimator implementations used to generate new training data. To do so, we compute fullband T60 and DRR estimates directly from the 700 single-channel (70 multi-channel) AIRs provided by the corpus using our own T60 and DRR implementations. We then tune each implementation to best fit the ground truth labels provided by the ACE corpus via linear regression (slope and intercept). Ground truth T60 estimators, in particular, can be sensitive to tuning and warrant a single implementation for comparison. Since this is not possible, however, calibration via linear regression is sufficient. In Table 1 , we show a comparison of the mean squared error (MSE), bias, and Pearson correlation coefficient of our calibrated ground truth estimator implementations vs. the ACE corpus labels.
Method
Bias MSE ρ MLP [9] -0.0967 0.104 0.48 QA Reverb [7] -0.068 0.0648 0.778 GT-CNN [10] 0.0304 0.0384 0.836 Ours -0.007 0.0265 0.910 Table 4 : Experimental evaluation of DRR estimation results.
ACE Evaluation
We compare estimator accuracy using three measures: the estimation bias, the mean squared error, and the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ. Table 3 and Table 4 show the T60 and DRR estimation results, respectively. The T60 results compare past high performing algorithms from the ACE challenge as well as the recent work of Gamper and Tashev [10] . The DRR results compare past high performing work from the ACE challenge. As seen, our T60 results outperform past work terms of bias, MSE, and correlation coefficient. Our DRR estimation results outperform the single-channel NIRAv2 [6] method in terms of bias, MSE, and correlation and outperform the state-of-the-art multi-channel PSD beamspace+bias method [24] in terms of bias and correlation, with comparable MSE. When running the evaluation, we update our estimator every half second and use the median of all segments to compute the estimate for each file. For any evaluation examples shorter than four seconds, we repeat the example until it is greater than four seconds. In terms of computational complexity, the reported real-time factor of our method is 0.010 or 100x real-time for T60 and DRR (independently) when running on a 2016 Macbook Pro. Given we can share front-end feature extraction, the computation to run both estimators can be less than the sum of the parts. While not directly comparable to past results, this suggests our front-end feature extraction and baseline CNN model is very efficient compared to alternative methods and runnable in real-time. Compared to the GT-CNN method, our method is about 5x faster (albeit using different machines).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose the use of an AIR augmentation for training deep-learning based room acoustic parameter estimators. Our augmentation method can parametrically control the DRR and T60 from an existing AIR to a desired amount. This allows us to augment an existing AIR dataset and generate a realistic, high-quality statistically balanced dataset that is orders of magnitude larger without having to combine multiple incongruous AIR datasets of unknown quality or use room acoustic simulation. We demonstrate the value of the augmentation procedure by training convolutional neural networks to predict both the DRR and T60. We evaluate the estimators using the ACE corpus software and show our methods outperforms past single-and multi-channel state-of-the-art T60 and DRR algorithms in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient and bias, and are either better or comparable in terms of MSE.
